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INTRODUCTION

We’re implementing LiquidPlanner to  
help us manage our work, drive productivity, and successfully 
deliver projects to our clients on time. In order to achieve this goal, 
we need to adopt LiquidPlanner as a team and understand our 
individual roles and responsibilities in the Acme Labs Workspace.

Main benefits of LP: 

Our top three  
workspace responsibilities:
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Increased transparency and full visibility into past, current 

and future projects. 

Team collaboration will take place directly in the 

workspace. Commentary is added in the context of 

projects and tasks, which means fewer email threads! 

Every team member will see their current top  

priority work.

PMs will have an accurate project schedule and know 

immediately when something is at risk. 

Prioritize 
projects 

and tasks

Estimate 
remaining

work

Log 
Progress 

daily
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The LP Playbook:
This playbook will provide guidelines on how to use LiquidPlanner. Everyone is responsible for keeping their LP tasks up to date, and if 

you have any issues or alerts, discuss them with your manager.

Your in-house LP Champion is John Watson. 
He’ll be able to answer your questions and will be facilitating LP platform trainings. John has built our workspace to model our 

workflow process and has added our existing projects to the system. 

GUIDELINES
Please use the following guidelines when making changes  
in LiquidPlanner:

Your personal profile and availability settings

Upload an avatar photo. This is social project management—we want to see who we’re collaborating with.

Set your daily hours of availability (use an average number of hours spent per day on project work). Your Manager will 

review the availability you set and make changes as needed.

If you don’t spend eight full hours per day on work that’s represented in LiquidPlanner, then this number should be reduced. 

For example, if you have a daily 30-minute staff meeting and spend an hour per day on administrative work, your availability 

should be lowered to 6.5 hours per day. By doing this, your availability for LP tasks will be more realistic, which will make your 

expected finish dates more realistic.

Your user name should not have any spaces in it. If you have the same first name as another member in the workspace, 

you’ll need to differentiate your user names.

E.g., Nick Smith and Nick Jones should have user names as follows: “NickSmith” and “NickJones” or “NickS” and “NickJ”

Recent Change Notifications should always be set to Realtime. You can customize your settings to make sure you get 

notified of relevant changes.
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Timesheets
All team members are expected to log progress daily and submit timesheets weekly. Because 
LiquidPlanner schedules work according to resource availability and workload, it’s imperative 
that you track time as you work on tasks instead of waiting until end of week to enter your hours. 
Please keep LiquidPlanner opened in your browser at all times so that you can easily use your 
timers to track your time.

All time should be entered by end of day. For best results:

a. Track time as you go.

b. Use timers to help keep track of time spent on a specific task.

c. Consider using the “Log Progress” field in the Edit Panel. This is likely already open because you’ve  

 been collaborating or updating other fields as you work on the task.

Timesheets should be submitted for approval at the end of the week (by clicking the Submit button) 

between noon and 4 p.m. on Friday.

a. Once submitted, Managers will know that your timesheet is complete and will review.

b. Once submitted, you’ll need to re-open the timesheet if you need to make any changes to it.

Managers are to review timesheets bi-monthly.

a. Managers have a Request Update option which lets them ask questions about timesheet  

 submissions or ask for corrections to be made. 

b. Once Approved, timesheets will be Locked for billing/invoicing purposes.

c. Once Locked, no further changes to this time period can be made unless a Manager unlocks it.

Packages
Packages serve different functions: to organize projects or to prioritize work by creating  
priority overrides. 

Packages should not be moved. 

Additional packages should not be created at the root of the workspace (as seen below) without 

permission from the Workspace Owner or Co-owner.
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Packages
Here’s what our workspace structure looks like: 

Tasks 

Managers should place tasks in priority order relative to other items in that project. Only the project 

owner should reprioritize tasks within the project. 

Task owners should work through their assigned tasks primarily from the My Work section in the 

Home tab. Task owners may prioritize their tasks to ASAP (our high priority package) as necessary. 

Tasks should always have an effort estimate in the Remaining Effort field. Task owners are responsible 

for re-estimating.

a. The remaining effort range should be an estimate of the amount of work that’s left to do. 

b. Always verify that the best case/worst case estimate is up to date.

c. After tracking time, the ranged estimate will auto-decrement. Verify that the range is still accurate  

 and adjust it, if necessary.

INBOX – for new items pending review. 

Project Managers will regularly evaluate and 

triage these items into appropriate projects.

EVENTS – for holding all members’ out-of-

office events and meetings.

ASAP – a priority package for tasks only. 

Tasks from different projects will be 

intermingled here to establish  

priority overrides. 

ACTIVE PROJECTS – an organizational 

package for projects that are currently live 

and in progress.

PENDING PROJECTS – an organizational 

package for projects that are in the pipeline, 

gathering requirements or in pre-launch.

ONGOING – holds overhead tasks that are 

not part of any project (see “Tracking time for 

ongoing work” for more details).

TEMPLATES – contains template projects 

that can be copied (duplicated) and used for 

newly launched projects (for Managers only).
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Tasks 

Track time on your assigned tasks throughout the day by using the Log Progress field in the  

Edit Panel; don’t wait until the end of the day. The edit panel is probably already open because you’ve 

been making comments or updating other fields as you work on the task.

The following fields should be updated as necessary:

• Brief Description

• Comments

• Notes

• Documents

Mark the task Done once all the work – including all checklist items – is complete.

Projects 
Project managers will create a new project when a request is received from a client. The PM will 
remain as the owner of the project and will mark the project folder Done once all tasks within it 
are complete.

Create new projects in the PENDING PROJECTS package.

After management review, move the project to the ACTIVE PROJECTS package and  

prioritize accordingly.

Set Client.

Set Initiative: branding, retention, strategy, growth or security (Custom Field).

Set a Deadline date.
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Sub-folders 

Add sub-folders only when creating phases within a project

Sub-folders should be put in priority order relative to the other items in that Project. 

Only the project owner should add or reprioritize the sub-folders within it. 

Events
Events will block availability for full-day or partial-day timeframes. This is important for keeping our 
plan accurate because events will prevent any project work from being scheduled on those days.

Always create a full-day event for dates that you know you will be out of the office (OOO) and 

unavailable to work on tasks assigned to you.

 

Put your full-day or partial-day events in the Events package.

When the office is closed for a holiday, a full-day event will be created for “Everyone.” You don’t need 

to create your own OOO event for that day. 

You can certainly do work and log progress on tasks on the days you’re out. LP won’t restrict you from completing 

work on weekends or days that are blocked by a full-day event.

Checklists
Use checklists to keep track of all the to-do items for a particular task.

Make sure all required checklist items you create are completed before marking a task as Done.

Do not assign checklist items to other members unless very little effort is required. 

Your My Tasks list should be set to “My Tasks + Checklist Items” to ensure that your checklist items 

on other members’ tasks are visible to you.
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Tracking time for ongoing work
The Ongoing Tasks package contains overhead tasks such as email, phone calls, staff meetings, 
etc. We’ll track time for these tasks to account for this overhead work.

Track time against these tasks only when you need to account for work that’s unrelated to any specific 

project or client.

You can Pin these tasks to your timesheet so that they’re always present, or simply track time against 

them in the task edit panel as needed.

If you find that you’re tracking a lot of time to ongoing tasks, here are some things to discuss with 

your manager:

• Is your availability still accurate?

• Do you have enough bandwidth to make progress on your project work?

• Should work be reassigned to another resource?

• Can your manager help to reduce or eliminate other non-project work?

Virtual members

Managers can create Virtual Members to model work being done by external resources (e.g.,  

outside contractors).

Because Virtual Members are placeholders, it’s up to each Manager to ensure that their estimates are 

accurate, that time gets tracked, and that tasks get marked Done when the external resource’s work  

is complete.
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